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Abstract
Given the increased attention on pre-college engineering education and its disciplinary nature pertaining to language, discourses, and
communicative practices, this state-of-the-art literature review focused on findings of research articles informed by qualitative and
quantitative data to foreground communicative literacies within engineering design teams at the pre-college level. A disciplinary literacies
framework was used to interpret and analyze published works in this particular domain. A search, selection, and inclusion process typical
for state-of-the-art reviews yielded 33 studies. Constant comparison and open-coding led to clustering studies under five overarching
themes in ranked order of frequency of occurrence pertaining to: (a) engineering disciplinary communicative literacies in practice;
(b) matters of access with populations underrepresented in engineering; (c) learning STEM content through engineering design;
(d) affective responses to uncertainty and risk in engineering design; and (e) evaluating the quality of collaboration. With respect to the
themes, we discuss possibilities of using literacy frameworks to deepen theoretical and methodological insights into the study of
phenomena related to within-group communicative literacies in K-12 engineering spaces.
Keywords: engineering education, communication, small-group interaction, disciplinary literacies
Introduction
The purpose of this literature review is to examine empirical findings from qualitative and quantitative traditions that
foreground within-group communicative literacies within the discipline of engineering at the pre-college (K-12) level.
In this review, we draw attention to the following points: (1) there is a growing recognition and need to attend to language
and discourse concerns in K-12 engineering education; (2) with this need, we recognize a concern to review the scope and
characteristics of the extant research pertaining to communicative literacies in K-12 engineering design teams; and (3) we
offer how communication and literacy frameworks may be useful theoretically and methodologically in current and future
research in K-12 engineering education. We are pursuing these points through what Grant and Booth (2009) describe as a
state-of-the-art review, one that establishes the current state of understanding on a relatively recent development in a field
and explores priorities for future research.
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In the past decade, educators and educational researchers have increasingly focused on K-12 engineering education.
This focus has been evidenced, for instance, by the creation in 2011 of a research journal dedicated to this topic, the Journal
of Pre-College Engineering Education Research. It was also heralded by two national reports (National Research Council
[NRC], 2009, 2012), and by including engineering standards in the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS Lead States,
2013). These reports argued for greater integration of language and literacy foci within science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics (STEM) education from the earliest years of schooling. Concomitantly, apprenticeship into science and
engineering practices requires that teachers support oral and written communication for the purposes of doing science
and engineering. Interestingly, there have been nuances in expectations across STEM practices. For example, explanations
in science that verify discoveries about the natural world differ from engineering discourses where students communicate
about design solutions to specific problems. Although reports have outlined the need for disciplinary discourse in
classrooms, questions remain about how best to enact necessary instruction (Wright & Domke, 2019).
Relatedly, the NGSS have also inspired a greater focus for inclusion of identity groups historically underrepresented in
jobs in STEM (i.e., girls/women, African-Americans, Latinx, English learners, low socioeconomic status), and for preparing
students for the influx of engineering careers projected over the next few decades (National Academy of Engineering
[NAE], 2004). Given the ‘‘language-intensive nature of NGSS science and engineering practices’’ (Lee et al., 2019, p. 318)
coupled with increased focus toward culturally responsive and sustainable disciplinary discourses, a focus on learning and
literacy practices of these K-12 students underrepresented in engineering appears warranted (Lee et al., 2013).
Before describing the methods we employed for this state-of-the-art review, we address three initial areas:
1. define literacy,
2. provide a rationale for the study of communicative literacies in K-12 engineering design contexts, and
3. close by describing a framework for disciplinary literacies.
What Is Literacy?
The terms literacy and its plural literacies have been interpreted differently across different fields of study. The authors of
this article have worked in partnerships with engineers, engineering educators, and STEM educators to investigate STEM
instruction (Park, Choe, Schallert, & Forbis, 2017; Bowers, Jordan, Evans, Fischer, & Holman, 2019). Although we have
collaborated with others to focus on K-12 classrooms and on supporting student identity groups currently underrepresented
in STEM careers (e.g., McVee et al., 2017; Paugh et al., 2018), we have positioned ourselves first and foremost as literacy
researchers. Because we write from perspectives of literacy scholars, it has been important to consider the network of
meanings that literacy researchers index when they use the term literacy or literacies.
For many researchers and educators, literacy has referred primarily to the reading of print text or the writing of print text.
By contrast, many literacy researchers have defined it as ‘‘the process of using reading, writing, and oral language to extract,
construct, integrate, and critique meaning through interaction and involvement with multimodal texts in the context of
socially situated practices’’ (Frankel et al., 2016, p. 7). The practices used to make meaning from and produce these texts
can be general in nature and useful in all subject areas (e.g., comprehension skills, study skills, notetaking), or they can be
thought of as discipline-specific (see Disciplinary Literacies section). Clearly, the term literacies has extended beyond the
processing and production of written text. We have used the phrase communicative literacies to refer to the subset of
literacy practices of using oral and written language modalities (i.e., speaking and listening, reading and writing) as well as
nonverbal modalities of communication (i.e., gesturing, body positioning, sketching) to convey and make sense of
information. As such, literacy and language have been considered to be multimodal (Grapin, 2019). When these
communicative literacies take place between two or more students working towards a common task or goal, these can be
described as within-group communicative literacies.
Within-group communicative literacies taking place within group or pair work can foster thinking and language use
around the collective solving of a task (Lwin et al., 2012). Some examples of within-group communicative literacies include
smaller skills such as turn-taking, trust-building, decision-making, active listening, and conflict management (Frey et al.,
2009). These smaller skills help students with larger tasks related to an assignment or project. Communicative literacies can
also be considered discipline-specific. In engineering, within-group communicative literacies can include student
interactions during the course of teamwork and collaboration on engineering design tasks.
Communicative Literacies in K-12 Engineering Design Contexts
Within-group communicative literacies have been deeply relevant practices in the field of engineering. Although the
study of communicative or multimodal literacies has a long history in science education (e.g., Lemke, 1990; Singer et al.,
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2008), work attending to children engaged in engineering design processes (EDPs) and communicative literacies has been
limited. EDPs, especially those simplified for use with children (e.g., Engineering is Elementary, NASA Design Squad),
have involved key phases such as problem-scoping, brainstorming/sharing ideas, designing, building, testing, evaluating,
and sharing solutions within the context of an engineering design team. Research situated in engineering design contexts
has lent itself to our interest in student-led small groups engaged in teamwork enacted through communicative literacies.
We have seen this delimitation of our focus on engineering design contexts as not a narrowing of focus but as a legitimate
place where within-group communicative literacies occur.
This understanding of communicative literacies specific to both science and engineering has been a focus of the NGSS
(NGSS Lead States, 2013). Specific to engineering, the NGSS stated that engineering is a language-intensive discipline
requiring students to engage in engineering discourse, including that K-12 students collaborate effectively with others on
engineering design tasks (NGSS Lead States, 2013). Communicative literacies (i.e., teamwork, collaboration, interpersonal
communication) have been expected in engineering and engineering education (Accreditation Board for Engineering and
Technology [ABET], 2015; NGSS Lead States, 2013). Additionally, frameworks guiding K-12 engineering curricula have
involved elements of working in small groups on design teams, with communication and teamwork as key indicators of
quality of K-12 engineering programs (Moore et al., 2014).
Although progress has been made in developing models and curricula that consider literacy- and language-related
engineering habits of mind (e.g., Marshall & Berland, 2012; NAE, 2009) such as sharing design ideas and collaborative
decision-making, there remains a strong need for empirical research regarding these interpersonal practices inherent to
engineering design, particularly in K-12 education (Katehi et al., 2009). These literacy- and language-related engineering
habits of mind can be considered discipline-specific practices within the field of engineering. In other words, they are
disciplinary literacies of engineering.
Furthermore, although policy and standards documents have highlighted the importance of teamwork and discipline-
specific communicative practices on engineering teams, studies of college-level engineering education have revealed a need
for a pre-college focus on such disciplinary practices. For example, a recent study by Cerato et al. (2011) reported that
college-level engineering students were underprepared for working on collaborative teams when compared to individually
oriented technical and content-related skills. The increased focus on engineering in the K-12 context as described above has
provided opportunities for students to develop engineering communicative literacies prior to entering college. Further,
interdisciplinary teams of literacy and STEM researchers who study communication in engineering education settings, both
pre-college (e.g., Shanahan et al., 2016) and college (e.g., Moore-Russo et al., 2017), have asserted that students need
explicit guidance to engage productively in teams when working on design tasks. Thus, more nuanced research is needed
regarding teaching and learning of interpersonal, team-based practices inherent to engineering (Leydens, 2012).
Although there have been syntheses of curricula, research, practices, and/or policies involving engineering education writ
large (e.g., Katehi et al., 2009), there does not yet exist a synthesis of data-informed research pertaining to communicative
literacies of engineering in pre-college (K-12) contexts. This is likely due to both the relatively emergent nature of the field
and, we hypothesize, its interdisciplinary nature. There are multiple, seemingly disparate stakeholders invested in this
particular intersection of engineering and communicative literacies, including engineering educators, literacy educators,
science educators, STEM policy and curriculum developers, and scholars focused on discourse and group dynamics.
As such, a clearer picture of the phenomena of communicative literacies in pre-college engineering design teams requires a
concentrated study of literature across these domains.
Yet, communicative literacies tend to be defined using various terminology within the domains of engineering
(e.g., collaboration, communication skills, soft skills, teamwork), literacy studies (e.g., discourse, language, small-group/
peer interaction, talk), and guiding documents that link engineering with science learning, such as the NGSS (NGSS Lead
States, 2013) (e.g., science discourse, language-intensive, argumentation). Moreover, the proliferating vocabulary related to
pre-college engineering communicative literacies is likely due to the complexity of the embodied experience of engineering
and due to the intersection of communication and embodied practice. Consider, for example, how EDPs require multiple
dimensions of collaboration and communication. Engineering practices are intertwined with communicative practices
for thinking and reflective decision-making within teams, as well as with stakeholders outside a team. With respect to the
discipline of engineering, such reflective conversations involve not only talk but multimodal tools, material resources,
artifacts, and inscriptions (Cunningham & Kelly, 2017; Schön, 1992).
Disciplinary Literacies
The framework guiding our work, that of disciplinary literacies, has been rooted in sociocultural perspectives that portray
practices as situated in a constitutive historical and current context (Bazerman, 1985; Ho, 2011; Holmes & Woodhams,
2013; Moje, 2007; Roozen, 2010). Pleasants and Olson (2018) observed that engineering requires specific sets of practices,
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capacities, and knowledge bases (i.e., nature of engineering) related to, and yet distinct from, science and technology. These
aforementioned knowledge bases have included the necessity of working effectively with others in teams. Reading and
writing texts (i.e., functional literacies) have typically been associated with schooling, but disciplinary literacies also include
other within-group communication practices (e.g., listening, collaborative thinking, gesturing, inscribing, handling objects)
that have potential roles specific to engineering.
In K-12 education, at both the elementary level (Brock et al., 2014) and secondary level (Moje, 2008), scholars and
teachers using a disciplinary literacies framework have sought to understand the types of literacy practices specific to
particular domains in K-12 education, such as English language arts (Rainey & Moje, 2012), history (Manderino, 2012),
mathematics (Hillman, 2014), science (Cervetti et al., 2012), and STEM in general (Hart & Bennett, 2013). Fang (2012,
p. 20) noted that disciplinary literacies require ‘‘both deep knowledge of disciplinary content and keen understanding of
disciplinary ways of making meaning… simultaneous engagement with disciplinary content (e.g., core concepts, big ideas,
key relationships) and disciplinary habits of mind (e.g., reading–writing, viewing–representing, listening–speaking,
thinking–reasoning, and problem-solving…)’’ (see also Flury-Kashmanian, 2016; Giroux & Moje, 2017). When con-
sidering within-group communication practices, particularly in school contexts, linguistic modes of communication
(e.g., reading, writing, listening, speaking) are highly valued. However, a disciplinary literacies approach includes all
modalities, such as object-handling, moving one’s body, drawing, and modeling (e.g., body proxemics, gaze, touch)
(Lemke, 1990; Roth, 2001; Smagorinsky et al., 2005). These communicative modalities intersect with engineering habits of
mind such as adapting, problem-finding, creative problem-solving, visualizing, and systems thinking (Royal Academy of
Engineering, 2014; Yore et al., 2003).
Taken together, enacting the literacy practices described above in learning environments has been akin to taking up or
‘‘trying on’’ the identity and discursive practices of a person working in that particular discipline, that is, reading, writing,
designing, thinking like an engineer, historian, scientist, and/or writer (Cervetti & Pearson, 2012). As a theoretical
framework, disciplinary literacies have focused attention at the intersection of the discipline-specific content, literacy
practices for the discipline, and the larger identities and discourses embedded in the knowledge base and practices of the
profession (McVee et al., 2017).
Although there has been an established tradition of studies in K-12 education pertaining to science identity (Kelly et al.,
2017), there are still comparatively few studies specific to K-12 engineering and identity. Some studies in engineering have
explored how children perceive engineers and engineering, for example by using the Draw an Engineer Test (Capobianco
et al., 2011). Additional work related to identity has focused on a measure of engineering identity development, such as the
Engineering Identity Development Scale (EIDS) (Capobianco et al., 2012). Engineering interventions using the EIDS have
connected an increase on the engineering careers subscale with a higher engineering career identity (Yoon et al., 2014).
Notably, in relation to the NGSS focus on early development of STEM identities for underrepresented groups, the literacy-
related practices of Latinx youth and their connection to socially situated identities related to engineering knowledge have
been studied. Findings have underscored the value of active linkages of adolescents’ funds of knowledge coming from their
communities, families, and recreational activities (Wilson-Lopez et al., 2016) and of inclusion of critical literacies in the
context of engineering design with adolescents in secondary schools (Wilson-Lopez et al., 2017).
As discussed previously, engineering is both an interdisciplinary field, inclusive of science, math, and technical elements,
as well as a domain in itself, with its own ways of knowing, thinking, doing, and languaging. Thus, complexity necessarily
exists in engineering disciplinary literacies (Wright & Domke, 2019), particularly from a communicative standpoint when
engineering design is enacted in team-based and/or small-group contexts (Dym et al., 2005; Leydens, 2012; Moore et al.,
2014). The importance of interactional competencies has been stressed in pre-college engineering education policy
documents, standards, and curricula. However, the research pertaining to the teaching and learning of communicative
literacies in K-12 contexts is distributed across various publication outlets geared to different disciplinary groups. It is our
purpose here to provide a current scope of empirical research conducted on disciplinary communicative literacies enacted
within K-12 engineering design teams, inclusive of empirical research at interdisciplinary crossroads of both engineering
and literacy education.
Research Methods
Pre-college engineering education has emerged as a field over the past two decades. Contributing to the knowledge base
in this area have been two literature reviews. Diaz and Cox (2012) reviewed 50 research papers within a U.S. context,
followed by Hynes and colleagues (2017) who updated and expanded this review across an international context. The focus
of these reviews was to frame existing research in order to inform and improve the ‘‘perception, knowledge, and abilities’’
of both teachers and students (Hynes et al., 2017, p. 1). The intention of this current review on communicative literacies in
K-12 engineering is to develop a deeper focus on disciplinary communication, one dimension integral to learning across the
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design cycle. We also intend to highlight the intersection of the two fields of engineering education and disciplinary
literacies. We chose a state-of-the-art approach to this literature review guided by Grant and Booth’s (2009) typology of
14 approaches to reviews. This is because our interest is in a body of work that, relative to other domains of engineering
education (e.g., undergraduate and graduate engineering education), is only recently emerging.
Following recommendations for a state-of-the-art review, our approach to identifying and analyzing the literature
involved identification of search terms and initial database searches, identification of journals by hand search, and selection
of articles for inclusion. A preliminary database search was conducted through Education Source, filtering for peer-
reviewed journal articles within the past 10 years (2010–2019). To be included in this state-of-the-art review, the article
needed to meet the following criteria: (1) include empirical research, (2) involve participants identified as ‘‘pre-college’’
(K-12) students, (3) involve research questions and findings focusing on small-group interactional data, and (4) focus on
K-12 students engaged in engineering design activities. Table 1 reflects terms used during this initial search.
We selected this diverse set of terms to conduct our search, after initial explorations of the literature confirmed our sense
that engineering standards (e.g., NGSS), accreditation documents (e.g., ABET), and research did not identify a single term
that reliably captured within-group interaction of groups engaged in EDPs. The challenge to integrate this interdisciplinary
literature was further exacerbated by the fact that researchers and practitioners were reporting on engineering design work
without using the term engineering (Rodriguez, 2015). Given that the focus of this review was on communicative
disciplinary literacies of engineering, we purposefully limited our search to studies specifically identified as conducted in
engineering design contexts. Because engineering design contexts have been those where students engage in EDPs,
engineering design contexts offer many opportunities for within-group talk. Figure 1 represents our entire search, selection,
and inclusion process.
We cross-referenced three sets of search terms in Education Source to review the literature on communicative literacies in
pre-college engineering: (a) engineering education, engineering, AND (b) collaborat*, communicat*, interactional,
interpersonal, shared regulation, soft skills, teamwork AND (c) elementary school, middle school, high school, secondary
school, pre-college. Education Source served as a way to search through education journals writ large, because our focus
was on engineering education specifically. We subsequently cross-referenced the terms disciplinary literac* AND
engineering. Finally, after noting that multiple studies foregrounded argumentation occurring in small groups in engineering
design contexts, we added the term argument* to the three sets of search terms listed above. Based on the above criteria, the
first two authors worked individually to review titles and abstracts that surfaced from each search combination, selecting
only studies that met the four delimiting criteria listed above when research questions and findings were reviewed.
An article was included in the review only after discussion between the first and second authors. Through this process,
13 studies were identified in the initial database search.
As it is common practice in engineering to publish peer-reviewed conference proceedings as full papers, we searched
the proceedings of the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE). We specifically selected the ASEE
Annual Conference and Exposition because the organization represents itself as the ‘‘only conference dedicated to
all disciplines of engineering education’’ (ASEE, 2018), and because it is recognized as a premier conference for
publishing engineering education research pertaining to pre-college students. As such, we replicated our database
search while also including the term ‘‘fundamental,’’ which identifies empirical research in ASEE proceedings as well
as filtering for the division of K-12 & Pre-College Engineering or Pre-College Engineering Education Division, as
different terms are used to identify this division between the years 2010 and 2019. Notably, there was no difference in
number of results when searching for the terms ‘‘engineering’’ and ‘‘engineering education’’ in conjunction with the
communicative literacies terms, so totals were only counted once. We also did not distinguish between different grade
Table 1
Literature review search terms in initial search.
Term combinations for initial database









disciplinary literac* AND engineering
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levels, as we were able to search specifically for ‘‘pre-college’’ studies in the ASEE database. Based on those criteria,
eight studies published as conference proceedings were included in this review from the ASEE Annual Conference and
Exposition search.
Finally, we performed a hand search through ten years of journals that either (a) contained articles already identified in
the initial round of searches; or (b) were related to STEM education, and/or literacies, and that publish research on pre-
college/K-12. We included science and STEM education journals because even though engineering may not be the focus of
these journals, engineering education research has been published in these outlets (e.g., Journal of Research in Science
Teaching; International Journal of Science Education). We also focused specifically on engineering education journals
(e.g., Journal of Pre-College Engineering Education Research, Journal of Engineering Education, Journal of Professional
Issues in Engineering Education, etc.). A total of 16 journals were included in this hand search. Results from reviewing
titles and abstracts in the hand search of these journals yielded 20 possible studies that fit our state-of-the-art review criteria
above. After review and discussion by the first two authors and a search of the journals listed in Table 2, only 12 research
articles met our criteria.
Thus, within these searches, a total of 25 journal articles and 8 conference proceedings were located that fit our criteria.
(Note: these studies are marked with an asterisk in the reference list.) Although a few other studies promoted the use of
communicative literacies in engineering design settings (e.g., Bakar et al., 2013), these were eliminated when their findings
were not informed by data reflecting within-group interaction.
Results
Having identified 33 studies of within-group communicative literacies in K-12 engineering design contexts, we examined
them for characteristics related to purpose, research questions, theoretical and methodological frameworks, participants,
findings, and conclusions. Using inductive procedures of reading and noting patterns over multiple rounds of open coding,
we arrived at five overarching themes, with several comprising two or more subthemes. Table 3 represents the 33 research
articles with respect to their theoretical framework, study design, participants, data sources and analysis, as well as the
Figure 1. Representation of the full search, selection, and inclusion process.
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themes they address. In ranked order, from those containing the most to the least number of studies, these themes are
phrased as questions we asked of the literature: (a) What communicative literacies are central to engineering? (COMM); (b)
How does the literature inform issues of access for identity groups underrepresented in engineering? (ACCESS); (c) How
do K-12 students learn STEM content through engineering design? (APPLIED); (d) What roles do affective responses to
uncertainty and risk play in engineering design? (AFFECT); and (e) How is collaboration quality evaluated in engineering
design? (EVAL). Note that eight studies fell into multiple theme categories. In the sections below, we discuss literature
related to each of the five themes by first describing the theme generally, providing brief summaries of key findings, and
synthesizing across the findings of studies within each section.
Engineering Disciplinary Communicative Literacies
The first theme names and describes the communicative literacies that have been integral to engineering disciplinary
practices in the field (Dannels et al., 2003; Darling & Dannels, 2003; Gorman, 2010; Kedrowicz & Taylor, 2013). This
theme was represented by 17 out of 33 articles, and included (a) communicating using multiliteracies, multimodal, and
digital means; (b) negotiating through consensus-building, decision-making, and evidence-based reasoning; (c) publicly
critiquing; and (d) using the EDP as an organizing principle for engineering disciplinary literacies. The studies foregrounded
one or more of these elements of engineering communicative practices on pre-college design teams.
Table 2
Literature review hand search journals by subject area.
Journals by subject area and resultant articles (seven total)
Subject Journal title Articles found
Education (multi-subject) Journal of the Learning Sciences
Learning and Individual Differences
Theory into Practice
Engineering education International Journal of Engineering Education N Hudson et al. (2013)
Journal of Engineering Education N Guzey & Aranda (2017)
Journal of Pre-College Engineering Education
Research (J-PEER)
N Watkins et al. (2014)
N Valtorta & Berland (2015)
Engineering Studies
Journal of Professional Issues in Engineering Education
Advances in Engineering Education
IEEE Transactions on Education
Science/STEM educationa Journal of Research in Science Teaching
International Journal of Science Education N Hertel et al. (2017)
School Science and Mathematics
Science and Children
Science Education N Pattison et al. (2018)
Journal of STEM Education
International Journal of Education in Mathematics
Science and Technology
N Jung & McFadden (2018)
N Mathis et al. (2018)
N Wright et al. (2018)
Literacies education Journal of Literacy Research
Journal of Adolescent & Adult Literacy
The Reading Teacher
Reading Research Quarterly
Literacy Research: Theory, Method, and Practice N Paugh et al. (2018)
N Shanahan et al. (2016)
National Reading Conference Yearbook N Jordan (2010)
Communication Education
Linguistics and Education
Learning, Culture and Social Interaction
aWe have separated the engineering education journals from the science/STEM education journals because the engineering journals are specifically
focused on engineering education (i.e., engineering the main part of the journal title), whereas the science/STEM education category of journals are more
broadly related to teaching science, technology, and mathematics.
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Communicating Using Multiliteracies, Multimodality, and Digital Means
In practice, engineers do not communicate through linguistic modalities alone but instead rely on drawings and
inscriptions, demonstrations and gesture, materials, and various other modalities when conveying meanings (e.g., Geisler &
Lewis, 2000; Henderson, 1991; Johri et al., 2013). Similarly, engineers use various tools to document and share ideas,
including digital applications using multiple modes (e.g., images, animations, audio, print text, color, etc.) (e.g., Aurigemma
et al., 2013; Barr et al., 2002; Martin & Gaffney, 2016; Sorby, 2009). We identified six publications in which researchers
attended to how young students learn to communicate multimodally.
Three studies explored multimodal communicative literacy practices in elementary engineering design teams, using
multiliteracies, social semiotics, and multimodal perspectives as frameworks. Jordan (2010) exemplified the numerous
multimodal literacy practices (e.g., collaboratively building conceptual vocabulary from material attributes like color or
size; inscribing a design in both two- and three-dimensional media) that fifth-grade students enacted to convey
understandings throughout engineering projects. Here, Jordan argued that engineering projects provide ample opportunities
for students to engage in multimodal literacies specific to communications within their design teams (‘‘literacy writ small’’)
and pertaining to the larger discourse of engineering (‘‘literacy writ large,’’ p. 271; see also, Jordan, 2014). Similarly,
Shanahan and colleagues (2016) conceptualized the disciplinary communicative practices of engineering in their model of
productive communication that included discourse across semiotic systems (e.g., gesture, gaze, proxemics) while also
emphasizing ‘‘effective and respectful communicative modes’’ (p. 410). Using this same multimodal model, McVee et al.
(2017) highlighted instances of English language learners using a confluence of modalities to communicate their design
ideas, debate, and reach consensus on solutions while engaged in the EDP in a co-ed afterschool club. By so doing, McVee
and colleagues highlighted that productive communication in engineering does not necessarily foreground linguistic
modalities.
The literature has also highlighted how multimodal communicative literacy practices take place through notebooking
with digital and nondigital tools. Shanahan et al. (2018) described digital engineering design team journals as a way teams
leveraged tablets to capture, edit, and share their thinking about design ideas using modalities such as images, sketches,
video, movement, and voice. The authors emphasized that this journaling was particularly helpful for English learners
because it provided multiple ways to express ideas successfully beyond linguistic modalities. Wendell and Andrews (2017)
described digital engineering notebook cards that provided a structure for documenting design elements and scaffolding
conversation about the EDP for culturally and linguistically diverse students. Similarly, Hertel et al. (2017) studied how
engineering notebooks with prompts from the Engineering is Elementary curriculum influenced ways of taking up
epistemic practices of engineering in design teams (e.g., providing evidence to support their argument for a particular design
idea, constructing explanations, and coming to consensus). Importantly, and aligned with a sign systems framework,
notebooks seemed to provide students with a ‘‘visual reference for development of explanations’’ (p. 1211).
Thus, the state-of-the-art in this area pointed to researchers attending to the power of multiple modes of communication,
of ways students can be encouraged to interact with each other beyond linguistic means, and of the beneficial consequences
of such practices for inclusion of English learners in STEM activities. We also noted a theoretical confluence among most
of the studies in this section: nearly all foregrounded the theoretical frameworks of multiliteracies and/or of social semiotics
on multimodality.
Negotiating Through Consensus Building, Decision-making, and Evidence-based Reasoning
Eight studies in this review focused on how students in design teams come to negotiate, (dis)agree about, and decide
on actions throughout the EDP. Not surprisingly, because of their interest in the negotiation processes of design teams,
the following studies relied on the methodological strengths of discourse analysis.
Jung and McFadden (2018) specifically focused on the justification of design choices of teams working to create a
prototype for a survival suit. The authors found that teams tended to rely on verbal legitimization of their design ideas
within their groups using personal authority (i.e., relying on one’s own experience or knowledge) as well as supporting
design choices by referring to data (i.e., data tables generated by the students’ testing of different materials), the latter being
the practice particularly supported by the teacher. Echoing the NRC’s (2012) recommendations, Jung and McFadden argued
that the flexible use of both kinds of legitimization is part of an engineer’s disciplinary practices.
In two studies, Wendell et al. (2015, 2017) delved into the collaborative, communicative practice of reflective decision-
making. These authors explored how students drew on diverse personal and cultural semiotic resources to respond to the
disciplinary literacy demands of engineering planning through linguistic (i.e., speech, writing) and nonlinguistic modalities
(i.e., sketching, gesture, materials usage). The extant literature revealed six elements of reflective decision-making in
practicing engineers, which were used to analyze the teams’ negotiation processes: (a) articulating multiple solutions, (b)
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evaluating pros and cons, (c) intentionally selecting a solution, (d) retelling performance of a solution, (e) analyzing
solutions according to evidence, and (f) purposefully choosing improvements. Moment-by-moment discourse analysis of
team interactions revealed instances of reflective decision-making interspersed with moments of less productive
interactions. Some less productive interactions and within-group tensions were brought about by socially and academically
motivated norms of competition, failing to notice design failures, and struggling to find a common vocabulary to discuss
designs. As for productive instances of reflective decision-making, there were larger practices at play, such as reflecting on
prior design decisions, gathering and analyzing additional information, and being deliberate about taking next steps as a
team.
Hertel and colleagues (2017) also focused on decision-making and consensus-building as epistemic, disciplinary
practices of engineering supported by notebook use. Specifically, the notebook and its prompts helped guide students in
within-group conversations in explaining the rationale behind their decision-making, as well as providing evidence as they
advocated for their own design ideas before having to come to consensus on one design. The authors additionally brought
attention to the relationship of these epistemic, disciplinary practices and the importance of larger classroom discourse
norms that promote communication within teams.
Wendell et al. (2019) traced the development of students’ design knowledge through discourse analysis of spoken,
written, visual, and digitally created classroom texts. The authors focused on how knowledge was represented across
sequences of prototypes rather than singular reflection on the current or final set of prototypes. Findings outlined how
students generated knowledge supported by three ‘‘epistemic tools’’: digital design notebooks, classroom ‘‘design talks,’’
and poster creation. Building on Hertel et al. (2017), Wendell et al. (2019) emphasized the power of spoken discourse in
‘‘design talks,’’ digital notebooking, and multimodal poster creation for students’ decision-making across time.
Embedded within the practice of reflective decision-making is argumentation (i.e., discussing and evaluating the pros and
cons of a statement, proposition, or position). Argumentation has long been a cornerstone of science inquiry learning, where
it is used to support one’s claim about a hypothesis. In engineering, argumentation has been related to supporting design
decisions, developing multiple solutions, and coming to consensus about a given problem in the context of a design team.
Through our literature review, we found that discursive actions related to argumentation in engineering are termed evidence-
based reasoning and were represented in three studies.
Mathis and colleagues (2016) discovered that evidence-based reasoning occurred during the initial planning,
implementation, testing, and evaluation phases of the EDP. These authors found that students’ evidence-based reasoning
tended to be implemented by coming to consensus on design decisions, especially while advancing one’s idea, requesting
and providing clarification, and encountering misunderstandings or misconceptions. Siverling et al. (2017) built upon the
above work with a more nuanced analysis of interactional episodes, highlighting and illustrating ‘‘categories of situations’’
that prompted seventh-grade students’ evidence-based reasoning (e.g., responding to teammates’ queries, challenging or
defending design ideas, supporting another’s design idea by providing more evidence).
In a similar vein, Rynearson and colleagues (2017) sought to identify and describe moments when kindergarten students
engaged in evidence-based reasoning during a STEM and literacy curriculum focused on engineering design. Although
students sometimes spontaneously engaged in evidence-based reasoning with their peers, they tended to make basic claims
and rarely followed up with evidence or backing. However, kindergarteners did successfully and consistently provide
evidence for claims when prompted by a teacher to do so.
In sum, the state-of-the-art in this area pointed to a strong interest in how students negotiate with each other, come to
consensus about engineering design decisions, and use evidence-based reasoning. The data came from discourse analysis of
the talk taking place in small group discussions, occasionally relying on Toulmin’s argumentation pattern. Several of the
studies described the use of graphic and notebook-supported discourse prompts, thereby extending an interest in small
group discourse to include nonverbal means of communication. We also noted that several of the above studies connected
their analyses to features of discourse practices typical for engineers, thereby making explicit the interest researchers have in
discipline-specific discourse, specifically engineering as a discipline.
Publicly Critiquing
Another engineering disciplinary communicative practice commonly found on design teams is public design critique, the
goal of which is to improve future iterations of a given design or prototype. In the single study identified under this
subtheme, Jordan (2014) sought to uncover how public critique of designs shaped ongoing within-group interaction on one
robotics design project. Two focal teams were purposefully selected based on the kind of feedback received from their
teacher and peers. The design team receiving negative feedback became more task-oriented with an increase of design ideas
shared, having fewer social-relational (i.e., unrelated to task) interactions than prior to the feedback. The design team
receiving positive feedback had an equal amount of design-related interactions both before and after critique. After
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receiving feedback of any kind, both teams were enthusiastic about making improvements on their solution to their
respective design problems.
Using the EDP as Organizing Principle for Communicative Literacies in Practice
Five of the reviewed studies organized analysis of design teams’ discipline-specific literacy practices by explicitly linking
them with specific phases of the EDP (e.g., define problems, generate ideas, communicate solutions). Watkins and
colleagues (2014) argued that analysis of youths’ problem scoping behavior should take account of the complexity with
which students consider multiple criteria, weigh decisions, and pursue design solutions. To support this claim, these authors
illustrated how fourth-graders’ collaborative discourse during open design projects reflected aspects of expert engineering
problem-scoping practice (e.g., considering multiple perspectives while exploring the problem space, scoping sub-
problems, balancing and prioritizing priorities, negotiating different perspectives).
The four other studies that used the EDP to organize their findings also fell into other themes of ours. In both Mathis
et al., (2016) and Siverling et al., (2017) used coding schemes that identified different phases of the EDP as well as markers
for evidence-based reasoning. Thus, evidence-based reasoning was located across multiple phases of the EDP. Mathis and
colleagues (2018) (also see section Learning STEM Content Engineering Design), also focused on students’ reasoning
during ideation phases of the EDP, highlighting how discourse related to math and science concepts during the problem
scoping phase was used to generate solutions. Wilson et al. (2014) compared high school groups’ literacy practices during
engagement in the EDP. Findings were that groups that collaborated more effectively and more frequently across the EDP
had more optimal design thinking around the problem when compared to groups exhibiting less effective collaboration (see
also Evaluating Quality of Collaboration).
Matters of Access with Identity Groups Underrepresented in Engineering
A total of eight studies in this review questioned dominant engineering discourses from one perspective to another. Part
of expanding the engineering pipeline to be more inclusive of historically underrepresented identity groups meant attending
to matters of access to engineering experiences for these students. The organization of this section refers to studies about
students in these identity groups that met our review criteria, including students attending schools with urban characteristics
(Wright et al., 2018), students learning English as a new language in primarily English-speaking countries (McVee et al.,
2017; Paugh et al., 2018; Shanahan et al., 2018), and students from families of low socioeconomic status (Maxey & Hines,
2018). Additionally, because engineering remains a highly gendered field comprised mostly of men, researchers have been
interested in studying interactional processes in design teams from lenses of culturally situated gender norms (Hudson et al.,
2013; Pattison et al., 2018; Schnittka & Schnittka, 2016).
Students in Schools with Urban Characteristics
Wright and colleagues’ (2018) study of how elementary students in two urban schools developed engineering identities
and practices uncovered major tensions between the ‘‘physical and imagined realities of being a student within urban
contexts’’ and the ‘‘students’ developing views of themselves as doers of engineering’’ (p. 286). Classroom behavioral norms
that prioritize compliance (e.g., rule-following, getting the answers ‘‘right,’’ not getting into trouble) have been found in many
schools, especially those where students of color are the predominant population. Students in these urban classrooms prioritized
adherence to perceived established behavioral norms rather than deeply interrogating the pros and cons of each design before
negotiating a design decision. Wright et al. (2018) argued for the necessity of renegotiating social norms around ‘‘engineering
design practices, specifically argumentation and critique, in culturally sustaining ways’’ (p. 297).
English Learners (ELs)
English Learners often rely on modalities other than speech during communication as their language proficiency
develops. As such, matters of access to engineering experiences for ELs involve understanding how these students
communicate within these different modalities within engineering design teams. McVee et al. (2017) used a case study of a
female, fourth-grade EL and her experience on an all-female, all-EL engineering design team to ‘‘provide a rationale for
why educators and researchers need to move away from an almost exclusive focus on linguistic systems of meaning-making
(e.g., printed word or spoken words) in classrooms’’ (p. 247). Instead, McVee and colleagues argued for the need to
decentralize the privileged linguistic modality and attend broadly to how students (like ELs) may rely more on nonverbal
modes of communication (e.g., touch, gesture, object-handling) as they interact with one another.
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Similarly, Paugh et al. (2018) explored the case of a fifth-grade female student with developing English proficiency and
how she successfully demonstrated and navigated both design- and teamwork-related demands as she flexibly leveraged
academic linguistic genres (e.g., describing, explaining, logical argument in English and Spanish), interpersonal cues
(e.g., acknowledging contributions, joint negotiation with teammate), and nonverbal modalities (e.g., gesturing shapes,
manipulation of materials, sketching). This multimodal enactment of within-group engineering communicative practices
was also demonstrated by Shanahan et al. (2018) discussing how technologies can be leveraged through tools found on
mobile devices (e.g., photo/video camera, audio recorder, video editor) to create space and support for ELs in their sharing
of design ideas with teammates.
Low Socioeconomic Status
In a case study of low-income students at an engineering summer camp, Maxey and Hynes (2018) hypothesized that
within-group social status inequities might inhibit members’ pursuit of engineering trajectories. The authors sought to
understand the influence of within-group social status on peer interactions, group member positioning, and how such
positioning influenced engagement ‘‘with engineering concepts, practices, and habits’’ (p. 1). High-status members tended
to answer questions about design decisions when the opportunity arose whereas other students did not make such
contributions. Low-status members were characterized by disengagement with the task, largely being ignored by
teammates, and verbalizing their disinterest in engineering. This study indicated that social-interactional norms needed for
equitable participation on design teams require intentional development with students before expecting students to complete
this independently in small groups.
Gender
Any action toward building gender equity in engineering has necessitated the study of gender during interaction on
design teams. Discourse analysis of collaborative group interactions of design teams was used to make comparisons
between single-gender as well as mixed-gender design teams. Hudson and colleagues (2013) explored how members of one
mixed-gender engineering design group learned about engineering concepts. Based on analyses of interactional data and the
group’s design work booklet, the researchers surmised that in order to engage productively in engineering design, middle
school girls may need clarification on engineering terms to facilitate their discursive participation, nonjudgmental
opportunities to clarify conceptual understandings, and multiple chances to manipulate materials.
Focusing on all-girl teams, Pattison and colleagues (2018) investigated how adolescent girls negotiated engineering-
related identities as well as influenced their group members’ understanding of engineering during collaborative engineering
design challenges. The authors used an identity-frame model to compile profiles of each focal participant’s identity
negotiation style (e.g., group leader, collaborator, resource) enacted during collaborative engineering design projects.
Pattison and colleagues found that the girls helped define engineering for their group members (e.g., as cooperative or as
collaborative) and differentially supported or thwarted their group members’ identity negotiation.
Schnittka and Schnittka (2016) examined both single-gender and mixed-gender grouping, studying communicative
interaction styles on teams with respect to culturally situated gender norms and values (i.e., male individuals tend toward
competition and are task-focused; female individuals are more people-oriented and more collaborative). Additionally, they
evaluated content knowledge relevant to design problems for each student. These authors found that although interactional
style looked different across gendered design teams, there was a tendency for single-gender groups to take on qualities of
traditional gender interactional norms. Thus, with its detailed analysis of the talk in single-gender and mixed groups, the
study illuminates inequities inherent within culturally situated gender norms found at micro-levels on design teams.
Additionally, the authors argued for engineering instructors to become meta-aware about the genderedness of engineering
and to facilitate meaningful engagement with the EDP by providing space for all students to struggle meaningfully with the
design problem and materials.
In sum, the above eight articles explicitly focused on issues of equity and identity as related to K-12 communication
practices in engineering design. Although these articles addressed access for particular underrepresented identity groups,
more work needs to be done collectively on issues of equity related to communicative literacies in engineering. A notable
forthcoming contribution in this area is that of Wilson-Lopez et al. (in press).
Learning STEM Content Through Engineering Design
As noted above, scholarly consideration of engineering disciplinary literacies has been complicated by the very nature of
engineering as an interdisciplinary discipline. Along with the integration of engineering into national science standards has
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come increasing interest in engineering design as a means to learn, apply, and connect concepts from across the STEM
disciplines. Specific to our review, we identified six articles that investigated how within-group communication fosters
knowledge and application of math, science, and technology concepts.
Multiple studies used integrated STEM content to engage their students in evidence-based reasoning practices. Siverling
and colleagues authored two studies that drew from the NGSS call to connect all four STEM disciplines and to engage
students in using science and engineering practices that promote such integration (NRC, 2012; NGSS Lead States, 2013).
In an earlier section of their first study, Siverling et al. (2017) used the presence of science, engineering, and mathematical
content in one design group’s discourse as signs of evidence-based reasoning in within-group communication. Broadening
the scope of the above analysis, Siverling and colleagues (2019) examined episodes of evidence-based reasoning in
engineering teams engaged in STEM integrated curricular units. Fifteen STEM content categories were identified,
indicating that students used content knowledge across all four STEM disciplines while generating and justifying design
solutions. In a similar vein, Mathis and colleagues (2018) explored how students used science and math concepts while
collaborating on an engineering design challenge during an integrated STEM unit designed with scaffolds for evidence-
based reasoning. Content analysis of one team’s response to the design challenge revealed that students used science and
math concepts introduced during the problem scoping phase to defend design ideas and decisions while generating
solutions, although not always exhibiting a complete understanding of some concepts.
Analyzing group interactions and design sketch workbooks, King and English (2017) reported that students applied core
science, math, and technology concepts when they engaged in iterative design cycles to construct an optical instrument.
Applications of STEM constructs occurred not only during group members’ communication about sketches, but also during
construction of their evolving working prototypes. Similarly, Guzey and Aranda (2017) studied how engineering design
teams strove to apply science concepts, along with other stated constraints (i.e., budget), in their decision-making about
building an effective greenhouse. Although students were asked to apply scientific knowledge pertaining to how
temperatures affect different materials, teams struggled to apply such science concepts, typically basing their decisions
exclusively on the cost of materials. This necessitated teacher intervention, reminding students to apply what they had
learned about heat transfer in their decision-making processes.
Valtorta and Berland (2015) investigated similar issues in the context of a high school engineering course, finding that
students frequently integrated familiar math and science concepts without teacher prompting while designing a pinhole
camera. However, students were often not successful at integrating less familiar concepts regardless of explicit teacher
prompting. Thus, unlike Guzey and Aranda (2017), Valtorta and Berland were unable to find any positive influence of
teacher scaffolding on student outcomes.
In sum, the studies addressing how knowledge of key STEM concepts was used as students engaged in engineering
design collaborations showed the promise, realized to varying degrees, of such engineering-focused activities for fostering
the application of science, math, and technology knowledge. As students grappled with engineering design decisions, they
encountered an opportunity to apply knowledge that may otherwise have remained only abstract.
Affective Responses to Uncertainty and Risk in Engineering Design
Engineering scholars generally have accepted the need to manage uncertainty as fundamental to engineering, as is the
central role that coping with failure plays in the design process. Interestingly, the role of emotions in collaborative
communicative practices has received very little attention in the K-12 communicative literacies literature, and it was only in
one of the five articles we grouped in this theme that we saw some attention to affect. Across the following articles, two
groups of scholars argued that engineering design projects present rare opportunities for young students to learn to cope
with uncertainty and risk during design. Notably, no studies were identified of pre-college students’ communicative
literacies related to coping with failure.
In a series of studies, Jordan and colleagues argued that collaborative engineering design projects present particular
affective challenges because they are fraught with uncertainty due to ambiguity, novelty, complexity, and social-
interactional demands. Jordan (2010) identified the different sources of uncertainty salient for students across the phases of
the EDP during a collaborative robotics project. In these projects, students had opportunities to recognize the
appropriateness of experiencing uncertainty when practicing engineering and to discuss uncertainty productively during
group sessions. Jordan and Babrow (2013) explored interactions in groups as they framed problems and generated solutions.
Specifically, the ability to ‘‘suspend certainty’’ and ‘‘sustain uncertainty’’ by temporarily avoiding evaluation and premature
closure on ideation was identified as critical and as a potentially optimal communicative literacy pattern (i.e., present idea,
examine idea, amend idea, present new idea).
Jordan and McDaniel (2014) identified communicative strategies that group members used to reduce, maintain,
intentionally increase, or ignore uncertainty during work sessions across two EDPs. Moreover, the authors found that peer
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support is a critical resource for managing both social and task uncertainty. Finally, Jordan (2015) found that uncertainty
management as a communicative act had bi-directional influence, with students evidencing different individual propensities
for managing uncertainty that may influence their peers. Specifically, there were several different dispositions for managing
uncertainty that varied by whether students were willing to acknowledge uncertainty to their peers and by the richness of
their management strategies, sometimes in felicitous and sometimes in unhelpful ways.
A construct closely aligned with uncertainty management has been risk management. Unlike uncertainty, risk has
emphasized individuals’ perceptions of danger or threat associated with uncertain situations. Wright et al. (2018) identified
collaborative design tasks as opportunities for risk taking and risk management during argumentation in design teams,
portraying argumentation as both a tenet of collaborative reflective decision-making and one of an engineering identity.
Being a ‘‘doer of engineering’’ for students in urban-characterized schools pointed toward tensions between demands for
compliance found in authoritative discourses of their classroom (e.g., certainty of a ‘‘right answer’’ or avoiding risks of
disagreeing with teachers or peers) and discourses of engineering taught as part of design units. Resolving this tension often
resulted in students compromising on ideas in order to defuse disagreement, thereby limiting opportunities to engage in
argumentation about optimal design solutions.
In sum, the above studies represented an abiding interest in how collaborative teamwork in engineering design enables
and even highlights the need for young engineers-in-training to learn to ‘‘live’’ with uncertainty, to manage uncertainty
originating from several aspects of the design process, and to take risks as they develop their engineering communicative
literacies. These studies put into sharp relief a particular practice endemic to engineering design projects: the need for
discourse in engineering teams to make room for the emotional responses that come with uncertainty and risk-taking in the
service of finding design solutions to problems.
Evaluating Quality of Collaboration
Although many of the studies reviewed were concerned with improving students’ communicative literacies associated
with engineering design, only five articles focused on directly evaluating the quality of team collaboration. A notable
feature among the upcoming studies was the diversity of definitions for collaboration quality, sometimes defined broadly as
the teams’ ability to address communication challenges (Jordan & DeLaRosa, 2017). Menekse and colleagues (2017)
defined collaboration quality more specifically as ‘‘amount of discussion, depth of shared contributions building on one
another’s ideas, elaboration of one another’s ideas, use of how and why questions in exploring one another’s ideas, and joint
nature of the decisions’’ (p. 571).
Wilson et al. (2014) compared the quality of interaction of two design groups, reporting that the design group
characterized as enacting more collaborative practices was more successful at responding to an imagined client’s needs than
the other group. By collaborative practices, these authors meant annotating problem statements, prioritizing needs, and
making inferences early in design. Similarly, Jordan and Babrow (2013) compared the quality of design teams’ interactions
during collective brainstorming sessions. By distinguishing sources of uncertainty salient to the EDP, and differentiating
between probabilistic uncertainty (i.e., event likelihood) and evaluative uncertainty (i.e., ambiguity and value judgements),
Jordan and Babrow identified patterns of talk that characterized more and less successful collaboration.
Responding to the current lack of instructional approaches supporting engineering communicative literacy practices
among students, Jordan and DeLaRosa (2017) implemented a peer-observer innovation to help design teams negotiate
challenges. Peer-observers recorded notes on how their assigned team negotiated roles and responsibilities, evaluated
progress, understood the task, and generated design ideas. The peer-observers then met to debrief, compare notes, and
generate suggestions for effective team communication that they collectively shared with their class as a whole.
Interestingly, peer-observers attended to both social and task aspects of interactions across the EDP, suggesting the potential
for a peer-observer approach to help young learners of engineering design acquire the communication practices of the
discipline.
Finally, there were two research teams that used quantitative analytic techniques to investigate communicative literacies
in pre-college settings (Menekse et al., 2017; Yuen et al., 2014). These studies were set in out-of-school, robotics
engineering design contexts and used observational protocols with predetermined, quantifiable rubrics for collaboration
quality during short researcher-developed collaborative tasks. Menekse et al. (2017) compared collaboration quality
measured at the group level to objective measures of K-8 teams’ project performance in a FIRST LEGO League
competition. Measuring collaboration quality at the individual level, Yuen et al. (2014) determined predictors of on-task
behavior of elementary and middle school design teams in a robotics camp. Across both studies, findings confirmed
a positive relationship between high-quality within-group communication and group success.
The reviewed studies that explicitly set out to evaluate the quality of communication occurring in engineering teams
uniformly confirmed a positive connection between high-quality communication and success in engineering design efforts.
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These results reinforce the need for scholars and practitioners to develop strategies for including communicative literacies in
their instructional objectives for engineering-related instruction at the K-12 level.
Discussion and Considerations for Future Research
Responding to a call for research at the intersections of literacy, language, and engineering (Katehi et al., 2009), this
state-of-the-art literature review illuminated a rich set of disciplinary practices pertaining to communicative literacies within
K-12 engineering design teams. Taking an interdisciplinary stance, we located articles from journals across literacy
education, STEM education, and education in general. The result was a body of literature serving dual purposes. First, this
literature supports engineering educators seeking to emphasize small-group collaborative and communicative competencies
to support pre-college engineering curriculum development (e.g., Moore et al., 2014). Additionally, this literature supports
researchers studying discipline-specific literacy practices (e.g., Moje, 2008) as these pertain to emergent fields in K-12
education like engineering (e.g., Shanahan et al., 2016).
In Figure 2, we represent the conceptual structure and outcomes of this literature review by graphically portraying how
our themes are related to one another. Two of the arrows at the top in Figure 2 represent the larger bases of literature that
featured empirical research with K-12 students interacting in engineering design teams. The third of the top arrows depicts
the influence of standards documents that have promoted the language-centric nature of collaborating in such teams.
As well, our review was guided by the oft-stated need to develop better communicative literacies in pre-college engineering
settings so that engineering college students are better prepared for the demands of the field (represented in Figure 2 by the
side right-pointing arrow). Additionally, our review was motivated by the need for explicit guidance for productive within-
group interaction (depicted by the left-pointing arrow). These perspectives as well as those afforded by a broad disciplinary
literacies framework led us to synthesize our findings into five themes illustrated as boxes: (1) engineering disciplinary
Figure 2. Representation of the themes that emerged from the literature review of pre-college engineering disciplinary communicative literacies resulting in
an engineering identity kit.
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communicative literacies, (2) matters of access for identity groups underrepresented in engineering, (3) learning STEM
content through engineering design, (4) affective responses to uncertainty and risk in engineering design, and (5) evaluation
of the quality of collaboration in engineering design. All five of these themes contribute to an understanding of an
engineering identity kit (see lowest oval in Figure 2; Gee, 1998) as crucial in representing the socially situated practices and
social languages, the very discourse involved in engineering.
Grant and Booth (2009) stated that the purpose of a state-of-the-art literature review is to depict the ‘‘current state of
knowledge,’’ and we believe we have done so. As well, they claimed that an important aspect of such a review is to
explicate ‘‘priorities for future investigation and research’’ (p. 95). Our review so far has endeavored to portray accurately
the current state of knowledge pertaining to K-12 communicative literacies within the discipline of engineering. In the next
section, we integrate across our five themes in order to propose considerations for future research within this
interdisciplinary field of study, suggesting ways this literature could benefit from expanding its theoretical framing, its
methodological approaches and tools, its pedagogical applications, and its connection to broader issues of identity, access,
and equity.
Considerations of Theoretical Framing
Across the literature reviewed, we noticed several theoretical frameworks guiding the research on engineering
communicative literacies conducted in K-12 educational contexts. Several studies used some sort of social theory, including
sociocultural theory (Jung & McFadden, 2018; King & English, 2017), social constructivism (Hudson et al., 2013), situated
learning (Guzey & Aranda, 2017; Wendell & Andrews, 2017; Wendell et al., 2019), situated cognition (King & English,
2017), as well as social semiotics with attention to multimodality (Jordan, 2010; McVee et al., 2017; Paugh et al., 2018;
Shanahan et al., 2016, 2018). These frameworks are common to studies found in literacy and communication studies,
as they support and robustly explain matters of communication and discourse. However, we also found articles that, though
they were making claims about communication and discourse, did not rely on any social theory, or did so minimally.
For example, Hertel and colleagues (2017) claimed that key communicative actions take place across nonlinguistic
modalities. In our view, this claim could be strengthened by using theories originating in literacy research, such as
multiliteracies (New London Group, 1996), and/or in communication studies, such as the social semiotic perspective of
multimodality (Kress, 2010; Norris, 2004). This is one example of how taking an interdisciplinary approach to
communication in K-12 engineering design teams could provide a nuanced theoretical framing and vocabulary through
which to consider within-group interactions.
We also noticed that across our themes, affect and how it impacts communication in engineering design teams lacked
deep theoretical framing. Specifically, the studies we clustered under the theme of affective practices in engineering design
collaborations were few in number and were focused less on a deep appreciation of the affective experiences of team
members than on examining responses to appraisals of uncertainty and risk (Jordan, 2010, 2015; Jordan & Babrow, 2013;
Jordan & McDaniel, 2014; Wendell et al., 2018). The bounded nature of this set of affective considerations is surprising,
given that a rich tapestry of affective experiences have been reported associated with collaborative interactions in general,
including emotions, attitudes, motivation, and engagement (e.g., Kim et al., 2012; Park et al., 2019). Clearly we need to
expand considerations of the affective dimensions afforded by engineering design activity in K-12 contexts. Also, more
work is warranted on students’ affective response to risk and their resilience in the face of engineering failure (see Andrews,
2017). Studies could benefit from using theoretical frameworks focused more specifically on affect. The control-value
theory of achievement emotions developed by Pekrun (2006; Pekrun & Perry, 2015), for instance, provides a productive
description of how emotions are elicited in and influence the ongoing experiences of students in any achievement situation.
However, this theory has only rarely been used to explain affect in group processes (but see Linnenbrink-Garcia et al.,
2011), let alone to describe the moment-to-moment affective experience of students when engaged in engineering teams.
Academic literature about engineering and engineering education frequently places communicative literacies alongside a
host of nontechnical skills and habits of mind that are referred to as professional skills (replacing the earlier term soft skills;
e.g., Pulko & Parikh, 2003). Studies and national reports describe the ‘‘T-shaped engineer’’ who is well versed in both
technical and professional skills with depth and breadth in both sets of practices (see NAE, 2004; National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2016). Professional skills tend to include any practice outside the bounds of
mathematical, scientific, and technical proficiencies. The vertical bar of the ‘‘T’’ represents an engineer’s depth of
knowledge and skill in their own area of emphasis. The horizontal beam represents their ability to collaborate across
disciplines and to engage in boundary-crossing skills (Kassis-Henderson et al., 2018, p. 32) that are deemed important as
engineering becomes more global, interdisciplinary, and team-oriented. It is on this boundary-crossing beam that one finds
labels that we here associate with communicative literacies such as teamwork, communication, and networking. When these
are joined with many other skills such as multiple perspective-taking, critical thinking, creativity, leadership, project
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management, problem solving, this cluster of ideas becomes very broad, threatening to erase the power of communicative
literacies as a critical competency needed in today’s engineering practice.
In response, this review leads us to argue that there is a need for scholars to focus on students’ ways of communicating
in a team, recognizing that engineering is accomplished as a team (Hynes & Swenson, 2013). We seek to re-theorize these
collaborative, communicative literacies as a distinct part of professional skills, as such skills seem to foster what Menekse
et al. (2017) and Wilson et al. (2014) claimed make for more productive K-12 engineering teams. Most engineering projects
are team-based, and learning how to convey one’s ideas, designs, and critiques, as well as content and technical knowledge
is essential to the success of the project. We assert that a stronger focus on communicative literacies as an integral
component of engineering education will lead to a more complete and nuanced understanding of what is needed for
preparing future engineers for a global industry. We propose that the field’s understanding of professional skills will be
enriched by communication and literacy frameworks that can be theoretically and methodologically useful in broader
university and K-12 engineering education.
Considerations of Methodological Approaches and Framing
Representation of the themes that emerged from the literature review of pre-college engineering disciplinary
communicative literacies resulting in an engineering identity kit has made it essential to apply methodological approaches,
frameworks, and tools that lend themselves to the study of discourse. The studies we reviewed were specifically selected
because their purpose (i.e., studying within-group communication) was well aligned with their methodologies. These
methodologies included using observation with field notes (e.g., Hudson et al., 2013, Jung & McFadden, 2018), audio and
visual transcripts of team communication (used by most of the studies reviewed here), and moment-by-moment discourse
analysis of observation (e.g., Pattison et al., 2018; Schnittka & Schnittka, 2016; Siverling et al., 2017; Wright et al., 2018).
The use of these methodological tools meant that most studies reviewed had a qualitative or mixed methods research design
focused on observation and discourse of K-12 students in engineering design teams. Interestingly, though we only found
two studies that were quantitative in nature (Meneske et al., 2017; Yuen et al., 2014), observation as a data source for
within-group communication was still evident, now implemented through use of a quantifiable observation protocol to
collect data rather than transcripts.
There are also studies in engineering education that have researched some facets of within-group communicative
literacies (e.g., collaboration, interaction) that did not use observation or transcribed discourse as data. As examples, Bakar
et al. (2013) used interviews and Likert surveys after engagement in engineering teamwork and Basu et al. (2015) defined
collaboration as time-on-task in digital engineering team contexts. Although these indirect data points can be used as
triangulation or secondary data sources for arguments about within-group communicative literacies, we contend that strong
claims about such literacies need primary data sources of real-time interactions between group members. This is what nearly
every study included in our review did, showing an alignment between methodology and purpose.
However, we want to offer that additional analytic tools and forms of data should be considered by the discourse analysts
and qualitative observers interested in K-12 engineering communicative literacies that we reviewed. For example, close
analysis of the gestures used by group members discussing scientific constructs have been shown to be deeply meaningful
(Singer et al., 2008; Unsal et al., 2018) and could productively be added to the more traditional forms of discourse analysis
currently used to describe engineering team collaborations. Similarly, careful detailing of body movements and positioning
during classroom discussion has revealed how meaning is collaboratively constructed not only through words but also
through the embodied response of the meaning maker (Rowe & Leander, 2005; see also Leander & Boldt, 2013), and such
analysis would enrich the current qualitative work in this area. Finally, as a form of triangulation, quantitative sorts of data
tools such as social network analysis may add to what discourse analysis reveals in collaborative work (Park et al., 2018;
Wasserman & Faust, 2007).
Considerations of Pedagogical Support
The studies we reviewed collectively affirm a need for the intentional construction of habits of mind pertaining to
engineering disciplinary communicative literacies (e.g., Dannels, 2001). Even at the college level, it is a common complaint
that students arrive at their undergraduate engineering courses without the communicative practices needed for effective
collaboration in small-group design teams (Moore-Russo et al., 2017). The K-12 engineering curriculum seems a natural
place for explicit instruction in effective team collaboration. As Shanahan and colleagues (2016) explained in their model of
productive communication, ongoing development of communicative capacities in the classroom contributes to students’
successful joint negotiations and problem-solving. Scholars have recognized that within-group communication practices
improve with experience (e.g., Hammond et al., 2011; Smith & Leong, 1998; Stempfle & Badke-Schaub, 2002).
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Such development is more likely when teachers help their students learn about collaboration and group decision-making as
an explicit instructional goal. Engineering is not simply a technical domain; it also requires team-based communicative
skills (Leydens, 2012), and as such, educators can intentionally teach communicative literacies to emphasize these qualities
of engineering to newcomers to the field.
Along similar lines, Wilson-Lopez and colleagues (2018) have advocated for a need to further understand how
argumentation is used within K-12 engineering, particularly in ways that further elaborate the complexities of
argumentation as a process and elucidate distinctions between argumentation in science and in engineering. As shown in
literacy studies, even early elementary school students can learn how to engage in productive talk with each other about
literature, respectfully arguing for their interpretations of text and seeing their work as a joint enterprise of meaning making
(Clark et al., 2003; Murphy et al., 2018). From a pedagogical standpoint, there is a need for elaboration of research-
supported guiding principles about how specifically to facilitate the development and assessment of high-quality
engineering communicative literacies within design teams (Jordan & DeLaRosa, 2017; Wilson et al., 2014). Not only is this
kind of engineering education useful for students who go on to engineering majors and careers, it is also useful to K-12
students in general, as the need for competency in communicative literacy practices means that their engineering
communicative experiences will serve them well in other spaces.
Bringing It All Together: Considerations of Engineering Identity Development
One reason that engineering education has become important in K-12 education is the increasing demand for individuals
to enter the field in the upcoming decades (NAE, 2004). Unlike other professions that children can more readily envision
(e.g., teacher, doctor, chef), engineers are often misconceptualized or not understood at all in terms of their practices,
discourse, roles in society, and ultimately, their identities (Capobianco et al., 2011). In order for K-12 students to see
themselves as future engineers, they need not only to have an understanding of what engineers do but also to develop within
themselves the seeds of engineering identities (Capobianco et al., 2012; Yoon et al., 2014). The development of any kind of
identity requires what literacy researcher James Gee (1998) called an identity kit, or the different aspects of discourse that
are ‘‘the appropriate costume and instructions on how to act and talk so as to take on a particular role that others will
recognize’’ (p. 51). Taken together, we find that the five themes in our review encompassed how communicative literacies
in engineering bring in the different elements of an engineering identity kit, and that these suggest ways to foster
engineering identities in K-12 students (also represented in Figure 2).
The theme engineering disciplinary communicative literacies as well as that of affective responses to uncertainty and risk
in engineering design reveal multiple, socially situated communicative practices in which engineering design teams engage.
These practices relating to engineering design work (e.g., negotiating, consensus-building, decision-making, evidence-
based reasoning) as well as managing a team’s affective responses during this work (e.g., coping with failure) help
constitute a social language that is routine within engineering. Social languages are ‘‘ways with words (oral and written)
within Discourses that relate form and meaning so as to express specific socially situated identities and activities’’
(Gee, 2018, p. 112). When K-12 students engage in these practices in engineering design teams, they can acquire social
languages inherent to engineering. Acquiring these practices and their related discourses supports students’ engineering
identity development.
Gee (1998) proposed that when students are socialized into a new discourse, they cannot simply be taught its practices
and social languages. Instead, they need the opportunity to acquire the language through the modeling of these activities in
‘‘natural settings which are meaningful and functioning in the sense that the acquirer knows that [they need] to acquire the
thing [they are] exposed to in order to function and the acquirer in fact wants to so function’’ (Gee, 1998, p. 53). The theme
of learning STEM content through engineering design provides the ‘‘meaningful and functioning’’ settings for students as
budding engineers to apply and deepen their acquisition of social languages and practices of engineering.
When considering the theme evaluating quality of collaboration in engineering design, researchers engage in a metalevel
activity relating to the cultural model of engineering through their analysis of the quality of collaboration within K-12
design teams. Cultural models are ‘‘often tacit and taken-for-granted schemata, story lines, theories, images, or
representations... that tell a group of people within a Discourse what is typical or normal from the point of view of that
Discourse’’ (Gee, 2018, p. 112). Part of the cultural model of engineering discourse is that collaboration typically takes
place in an engineering design team. However, the studies within this theme interrogate that cultural model, questioning and
analyzing the quality of the collaborative practice itself. Understanding reasons why a particular group is more or less
effective in terms of collaboration seems a worthy research endeavor, such as looking into the impact of individual team
members’ personalities and skill sets (Yuen et al., 2014), patterns of interaction that arise at the collective level (Jordan &
Babrow, 2013), or elements of the collaborative activity itself (Menekse et al., 2017).
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Finally, in the theme matters of access for identity groups underrepresented in engineering, the issue of ‘‘Who gets to be
an engineer?’’ is critically considered. This speaks directly to the current cultural model of engineering, one where girls,
ELs, and specific racial and ethnic minorities are rare, almost invisible, and/or unwelcome. For all the attention given to
issues of diversity in the engineering profession, more is still needed in attending to gender, language, racial, and ethnic
identities. By emphasizing the central role that communicative practices play in engineering, we as researchers are
encouraged to tackle issues of whose voice, whose point of view, and whose design idea gets taken up in a collaborative
engineering team.
Conclusion
As K-12 education efforts prepare students for rapidly expanding career opportunities in engineering fields, it becomes
necessary to consider how students and teachers make sense of the discourses and communicative practices pertinent to
engineering. This state-of-the-art literature review both revealed the scope and characteristics of K-12 engineering
communicative literacies research and offered literacy frameworks that can provide deeper theoretical and methodological
insights into engineering communicative literacy skills. We conclude with two final points.
First, scholars need to recognize difficulties inherent in conducting research in such interdisciplinary fields. Part of the
challenge of interdisciplinary work is finding relevant and/or connected work in the respective fields. Rising to this
challenge, we not only searched databases for relevant studies but also performed a hand search over the past 10 years of
three general education journals, four engineering journals and conference proceedings, six science/STEM journals, and
nine literacy journals. Even with this interdisciplinary search, each author of this review is aware of work that did not
surface in the search results involving group interaction and dynamics in pre-college engineering design teams (e.g.,
McCormick & Hammer, 2014; McNeill & Martin, 2011). Although these articles ultimately do not fully meet the criteria
for inclusion in this review, we recognize that they are nevertheless connected to the larger conversation at hand. Moving
forward, scholars interested in working at the intersection of engineering and literacies ought to establish clear criteria about
what might count as engineering practices, even when such work may not explicitly refer to engineering per se (e.g., design;
problem- and project-based learning).
Second, research into communicative literacies in pre-college engineering contexts also indicates the importance for
stakeholders to clarify the nature of engineering and its particular disciplinary demands. Currently, calls for explicit cross-
curricular connections among STEM, language, and literacy pedagogies for K-12 practitioners request greater recognition
of engineering as a specific set of disciplinary understandings (e.g., Pleasants & Olson, 2018). Although science and
engineering share similar tenets, there are dimensions of necessary difference that research on within-group communicative
literacies can help unravel. Additionally, we suggest that explorations of the discourses specific to engineering broaden their
focus to include underrepresented grade bands (i.e., early elementary grades, high school) within this study area. Literacy
research and communication studies clearly have much to offer the field of engineering in an interdisciplinary partnership.
Concomitantly, engineering ain higher edud to disciplinary and critical literacies that support asset-based pedagogy
in K-8 urban classrooms.
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